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The multinational F-16 single-engine fighter arcraft
has been approved for full production; the first-production F-16
is scheduled for delivery in August 1978. The United States and
four ux:opean countries (Belgium, the letherlands, Dewark, and
Norway) plan to purchase 998 F-16s, and a letter of cffer and
acceptance has been signed for sale of 160 F-1fs to ran.
Findinqui/Conclusions: The significant advantages that -this
aircraft holds for NlTO standardization and future cooperative
ventures ay far outweigh any risk caused by the accelerated
pace of the program. owever, a numbte of uncertainties abcut
the F-16 remain: critical development and operational flight
testing remains, issues of th PF-16s atility to survive and
remain invulnerable in battle remain nresclved, the F-100
enqine problees re serious because it has nly one engine, and
the rate f loss due to engine alfunction is currently
estimate, t tbe three times higher than called for by Air orce
specifications. The basic delivery schedule ruirements have
cause_ some degree of concurrency betieeR full-scale
development, production, and deploymentRn, end this has created
an element of risk for the production program that could
ccmplicate correction of subsystem design problems.
Recosmmndations: The Secretary of Defense should: require the
Secretary of the Air Force to review the P-16 rogras schedule
and identify management decision points and key indicators of
proqram progress; require a complete rogram reviet efore
making any commitments for -16 purchases teyond the present
commitment to buy 650 aircraft; revise Selectes Acquisiticon
Report instructions to provide not only the reporting of the
Office of the Secretary's approved program cost estismate, ut
also the services' best program cost estimate; and require that
any request for congressional approval of future F-16 foreign
military sales use the -16 master plan guidelines as secific
criteria for assessing the sales effect oa te .S. Air Force
proqram. (RRS)



BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Status Of The Air Force's
F-16 Aircraft Program

The Department of Defense approved full
production for the F-16 on October 13,
1977. Although sufficient testing was
accomplished for the program to enter full
production, a number of uncertainties are
associated with the program.

The uncertainties include F-100 engine pro-
blems, an ambitious deployment schedule
and support requirements generated by this
deployment, subsystem design problems,
support of European manufacturers and
survivability/vu Inerability issues.

GAO recommends that the Secretary of
Defense require a complete program review
before making any commitments for USAF
F-10 purchases beyond the first 650 aircraft.
This review should include an updated mili-
tar, need assessment and comparison of
F-16 performance under realistic operational
conditions.
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COMPTROLLER GENFRAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. 05&

B-163058

To the resident of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of epresentatives

Thij: report presents our views on the major issLes
of the 1E-16 Aircraft Weapon ystem. A draft of this reoort
was reviewed by agency officials associated with the pro-
gram an( their comments are incorporated as appropriate.

Fov the past several years we have annually reported
to the Congress on the status of selected major weapons
.ystems. This report is one of a series of reports that
w· are urnishing this year to the Congress for its use in
reviewing fiscal yea- 1979 requests for funds.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act. 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 .S.C. 67).

We are sending copies f this report to the Acting
Director, Office of Management and Budaet, and e Secretaiy
of Defelse. 

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTPOLLER GENERAL'S STATSrl OF THE AIR FORCE'S F-16
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS AIRCRAFT PROGRAM.

DIGEST

The multinational F-!6 single-enqtne fiqhter
aircraft program is completing fu'l-scale
development, has been approved for produc-
tion, and first delivery is scheduled for
Auqust 1978.

The United States, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Denmark, and Norway plan to purchase 998
F-16s; 650 for the United States and 348
for the European countries. Ultimately,
the U.S. Air Force plans to buy 1,388 F-16s.
A letter of offer and acceptance has been
signed for sale of 160 F-16s to ran. Sales
to other countries are expected.

Development of the aircraft has been the
sole responsibility of the United States.
On October 13, 1977, the Deputy Secretary
of Defense decided that the F-16 W'as suf-
ficiently advanced so that it could go into
full production even though a large amount
of development and operational testing and
evaluation remained. He stated that, on the
whole, the program was ready to enter full
production. GAO's review did not disclose
any reasons for questioning that decision.

The rapid progression of the F-16 program
from development into production due in
part, in GAO's opinion, to international
political and economic factors, has created
an element of risk. However, the signifi-
cant advantages that this program holds for
NATO standardization and future cooperative
ventures may far outweiqh any risk caused
by the accelerated pace of the program.
Current problems can be expected to impact
on program cost and schedule. Although the
F-16 program is experiencing problems, they
do not seem to be any more severe than those
previously experienced in other major systems.
And, experience with other systems shows that
these problems are esolved over time. The
most critical concerns at this time include
performance of the F-100 engine and the
deployment ad support schedule.

TIULSht. Upon removal, the rportcover date should be noted hereo. i PSAD-78-36



UNCERTAINTIES IN F-16 PROGRAM

In reviewing the F-16 program, GAO identi-
fied a number of uncertainties. The fol-
lowing are the most important, but there
are others. (See pp. 14 to 17.)

-- Critical development and operational
flight testing remains. (See pp. 17 and
!8.)

-- Issues of the F-16's ability to survive
and remlain invulnerable in battle re-
main unresolved. Proposals to incor-
portate modifications to increase the
F-16's survivability remain undecided.
(See p. 19.)

-- The F-100 engine problems on the F-16 are
serious because it has only one engine
(compared to two for the F-15). (See
pp. 8 to 12.)

-- The rate of loss for the F-16 due to en-
gine nmalfunction is currently estimated
by the Air Force to be three times higher
than that called for by Air Force speci-
fications. (See pp., 12 and 13.)

GAO's report shows the following important
problems.

Air Force officials stated that funding
limitations may pevent the -100 engine
from reaching its full potential on schedule.

Competing contractors developed prototypes
of the F-16 to demonstrate the feasibility
of a low-cost, highly maneuverable fighter
for the air superiority mission, but there
was no Air Force requirement to incorporate
survivability and vulnerability protection
into its design.
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The F-16 system program office concluded
that if improvement in present F-L6 sur-
'ivability is desired, two modifications
would be effective in relation to the cost.

Neither modification can be incorporated
into the first and second block of air-
craft. Incorporation in subsequent pro-
duction blocks and retrofit of the first
two air-raft blocks will depend on fur-
ther test results. If approved, these
modifications will increase F-16 program
costs.

THE ELEMENT OF RISK

GAO's review also showed that concurrent
production of the F-16 while development
and testing are in progress has created an
element of risk which in part has been
accepted due to the political and economic
environment of the program. Design prob-
lems have caused schedule slips in impor-
tant subsystems which could affect the
capabilities of early-production. Further-
more, an ambitious and concurrent deploy-
mint schedule will create support problems
throughout the program.

In other words, the basic F-16 program
schedule established by the Air Force and
European delivery requirements has caused
some degree of concurrency betwe-eg'full-
scale development, production, and de-
ployments, and this has created an ele-
ment of risk for the production program.
This could also complicate correction of
subsystem design problems.

Because of production lead time and early
F-16 delivery requirements, a large nmber
of production components were scheduled
for manufacture during the full-scale
development program. Tnis situation was
compounded by the need to provide produc-
tion components to European manufacturers
to suppoLt their schedule requirements.

Tear Sheet iii



Problems encountered during development
testing will have to be corrected on the
production aircraft. This may require
engineering and design changes and new
manufacturing procedures on the produc-
tion line. It also requires that conm-
pleted components be changed to meet
the new design.

Three important F-16 subsystems--radar,
stores management, and avionics--have
experienced development design problems
that already have caused schedule slips.
These 1have not yet completed first test-
ing, anJ correction of test problems
will have an increasing effect on pro-
duction schedules.

To meet the delivery schedules established
in planning documents, the F-16 produc-
tion program has a rapid buildup at its
start. F-16 deployment will reauire seven
bases to be opened in six countries in 18
months. The following data shows the num-
ber of production aircraft, and the number
of different base locations during early
F-16 deployment.

Production Number
aircraft of bases

Calendar year (cumulative) (cumulative)

1979 90 3
1980 312 8
1981 642 14
1982 1,087 22
1983 1,560 29

No modern fighter program faces the potential
early support problems posed by the F-16
deployment schedule. (See pp. 25 to 27.)

Cost estimates presented at the Defense Sys-
tems Acuisition Review Council IIIB were not
approved by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense until the budget review cycle was
completed in December 1977. Although these
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costs are subject to change, they represented
the Air Force's best estimate at that time
and should have been highlighted in the
September Selected Acquisition Report as an
Air Force estimate not yet approved. Other-
wise, the Congress is not notified of poten-
tial program cost growth in a timely manner.

DESIGN TO COST

Design to cost is a management concept; it
means that a cost goal is established to
control program costs by tradeoffs between
performance.

Design-to-cost estimates should be based on
the same assumptions and round rules as
thz design-to-cost goal. The current
design-to-cost estimate should not be used
to measure progress in achieving the es-
tablished goal because it uses different
assumptions. (See pp. 30 and 31.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense:

-- Require the Secretary of the Air Force to
review the F-16 program schedule and iden-
tify management decision points and key
indicators of program progress. This
should be done to establish firm manaae-
ment goals and realistic measures of
program progress.

-- Require a complete program review before
making any commitments for USAF F-16 pur-
chases beyond the present commitment
to buy 650 aircraft. This review should
include an updated threat assessment and
a comparison of F-16 performance under
realistic operational conditions to the
!pdated threat. In addition, the program
ssessment should include an evaluation

of the supportability and the produci-
bility of the F-16 aircraft consistent
with the F-16 Memorandum of Understandinq
and F-16 Foreign Military Sales Master
Plan(s).

r Shoot v



-- Revise Selected Acquisition Report in-
structions to provide not only the re-
porting of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense approved program cost esti-
mate, but also the services' best rogram
cost estimate.

-- Require that any request for congressional
approval of future F-16 foreign military
sales use the F-16 Master Plan guidelines
as specific criteria for assessing the
sales effect on the U.S. Air Force pro-
gram.

A draft cf this report was reviewed by
Agency officials and their comments have
been incorporated as appropriate. Defense
officials feel that major accomplishments
have been demonstrated and actions under-
taken to guarantee a relatively low-cost,
multimission, high performance aircraft.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACEVAL air combat evaluation

AFTEC Air Force Test and Evaluation Center

AIMVAL air intercept missile evaluation
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AME alternate mission equipment
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DDR&E Director, Defense Research and Engineering

DOD Department of Defense

DSARC Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council
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EEC engine electronic control

EMC electronic magnetic compatibility

EPG European Participating Governments

FMS foreign military sales

GAO General Accounting Office

IOC initial operational capability

IOT&E initial operational test and evaluation

JTF Joint Test Force

LWF lightweight fighter



MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The F-16 program is completing full-scale development
and has been approved for full production; the first-
production F-lC is scheduled for delivery in August 1978.
Under a multinational commitment the United States and four
European countries--Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, and
Norway--plan to purchase 998 F-16s; 650 for the United
States and 348 for the European countries. Ultimately, the
U.S. Air Force (USAF) plans to buy 1,388 F-16s. A letter
of offer and acceptance has been signed for sale of 160
F-15s to Iran.

In conjunction with the purchase, production and assembly
contracts equal to 10 percent of the procurement value of the
first 650 U.S. F-16 aircraft, 40 percent of the procurement
value of the 348 European aircraft, and 15 percent of the pro-
curement value of third-country sales will be offered for
placement with industries in the participating European coun-
tries.

BACKGROUND

The F-16 program is a follow-on to the lightweight
fighter (LWF) prototype program which was initiated to inves-
tigate the feasibility and operational utility of a highly
maneuverable, lower-cost fighter.

LWF was approved for prototyping in January 1972. The
contractors, General Dynamics Corporation and the Northrop
Corporation, each built and flew two prototypes.

During late 1974, the Air Force evaluated the LWF pro-
totypes and solicited full-scale development proposals from
the contractors for the Air Combat Fighter. In January 1975
the Air Force selected a derivative of the General Dynamics
prototype to be the Air Combat Fighter, called the F-16.
On January 13, 1975, the Air Force awarded a F-16 full-scale
development contract to General Dynamics.

In June 1975, the four European Governments entered
into a detailed memorandum of understanding and preliminary
contracts with the U.S. Government, specifying the planned
coproduction and the five-nation procurement of the F-16.
These arrangements were finalized in letters of offer and
acceptance signed in May 1977.
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Department of Defense (DOD) regulations provide thatthe system Program Director will have primary responsibilityfor the acquisition of major weapons systems. On the F-16program, however, much of the policymaking power and programmanagement authority is diffused through a group of organiza-tions outside the System Program Office (SPO). This actionis required by the F-16's unique multinational requirements,program budget constraints, and the joint F100 engine pro-curement requirements of the F-15 and the F-16.

Multinational fighter Program
Steerln tICommitHee 

The Multinational Fighter Program Steering Committee
was created by the Memorandum of Understanding establish-ing the F-16 multinational program. The Steering Committeerepresents the multinational partnership in the F-16 program,and is comprised of one principal member from each participat-ing nation. Subcommittees have been set up to monitor speci-fic areas and resolve disputes through recommendations to theSteering Committee. The Memorandum of Understanding specifiesthat the Steering Committee will be responsible for broadpolicy matters, advice, and counsel to the SPO Director. Theemphasis on partnership and the program's political implica-tions have resulted in the Steering Committee making programpolicy--particularly in areas such as coproduction manufactur-ing, cost sharing of configuration changes and contractual
services, and currency management. The effect of the Steer-ing Committee's decisions in these areas restricts the Pro-gram Director's management perogatives.

Because the committee and its subcommittees are delibera-tive bodies that meet infrequently, issue resolution is oftena time-consuming process. This can create additional manage-ment problems because the SPO is forced to work around prob-lems until a solution is reached.

Configuration Steering Grou

The F-16 was conceived, designed, and authorized as alow-cost aircraft. USAF is committed to make every effortto keep aircraft costs within the amended design-to-costobjective of $4.555 million per aircraft. The Configura-
tion Steering Group is a high level body which was estab-lished by the Chief of Staff following the signing ofthe F-16 contract to review and control the production
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configuration of the aircraft and related equipment to
obtain the best balance of operational performance and
total program cost. They were irected to hold the
development, production, and inventory support costs of
the aircraft to a minimum consistent with reauired op-
erational performance capabilities. The Configuration
Steering Group Chairman, who is also the USAF Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research and Development, said that the
Configuration Steering Group's current objective is to
restrict aircraft configuration changes in order to main-
tain the program budget while providing the most opera-
tionally effective aircraft.

Although the Configuration Steering Group management
of configuration changes removes a burden from the F-16
Program Office, it also limits the Program Director's deci-
sions and control. Under existing conditions the Program
Director can not add operational improvement to the air-
craft without the approval of the Configuration teering
Group.

Engine management

The F100 engine program has been managed by a directorate
within the F-15 Program Office known as the Joint Engine Proj-
ect Office. Although responsible for engine procurement for
both programs, the actual management and procurement actions
were performed by F-15 Program Office personnel. Only a
s.all contingent of F-16 personnel was directly involved in
engine management. In October 1977, F100 engine management
was transferred to the Propulsion Systems Program Office, which
eventually will manage engine procurement for all USAF systems.

The Pratt & Whitney F100 engine is used in both the
single-engine F-16 and the two-engine F-15 fighters.
Safety and reliability requirements are more stringent for a
single-engine aircraft. Although both aircraft use the same
engine, F-16 engine requirements therefore are not identical
to F-15 requirements.

Defense Security Assistance Agency

The Defense Security Assistance Agency is DOD's focal
point for foreign military sales (FMS). It is responsible
for administering all DOD security assistance programs
within guidelines established by the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs. Agency respon-
sibilities include negotiating sales agreements, maintain-
ing liaison with industry, and management of credit financing
for FMS.
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System Program Office

Within the environment created by the above groups, theSPO, located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, hasmanagement responsibility for the F-16 program. Personnelfrom each European participating government (PG) are as-signed to the PO and participate in F-16 program management.
To provide management functions in Europe, a joint USAF/
European F-16 Program Office has been established in Brussels,Belgium.

In addition to the normal functions involved in managinga major weapons acquisition, the F-16 Program Office is respon-sible for the success of the multinational program commitments.
Multinational objectives such as offset commitments, EPG not-to-exceed (NTE) price, and standardization must be balanced against
basic USAF objectives. Tracking these objectives, monitoring
the complex coproduction program, and managing the hiqhlycompacted development schedule for a new weapons system posesan unprecedented challenge for the F-16 Program Office.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The F-16 is a single-engine, hiqhly maneuverable fighteraircraft that will be used by USAF tactical air forces andfour North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries.
It is a multimission aircraft with air-to-air and air-to-
surface missions.

The Air Force plans to have single- and two-seat modelsof F-16 aircraft. Both models will be capable of performingall F-16 missions. The Air Force plans to use the two-seat
aircraft primarily for training. Currently, about 85 percentof USAF F--16s will be single-seat models.

The F-16 avionics will include a pulse-doppler radarthat will have an air-to-air and air-to-surface capability.
The F-16 radar is being developed by Westinghouse Corporation.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER SYSTEMS

According to the program Decision Coordinatinq Parer DCP),the F-16 will complement the F-15 in the air superiority mis-
sion role. It will also supplement the air-to-surface capa-bilities of the F-4, F-lll, and A-10 as required. As the Air
Force acquires the F-16 aircraft, it will form operationalunits and will transfer some F-4s to the Air Force Reserve.
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The F-lS will be used by the purchasing European Gov-
ernments to replace their current F-104 and other fighter
aircraft.

Air-to-air mission armament

The F-16 air-to-air armament consists of the 20mm, M61A1
cannon and up to six AIM-9J/L Sidawinder missiles. The Side-
winder is a short-range infrared guided missile. In antici-
pation of the development of a new, more effective radar mis-
sile, the Air Force has directed the F-16 contractor to pro-
vide the space, weight, power, and cooling provisions necessary
for such incorporation.

Air-to-surface mission armament

The F-16 air-to-surface armament includes the Maverick
missile, a close air support antiarmor weapon. It will also
carry a variety of guided and unguided bombs and will be
certified to carry nuclear weapons. Currently, the Air Force
considers the F-16 mission to be 50-percent air-to-air and
50-percent air-to-surface.

SCOPE

Our review was made at Headquarters, USAF, Washington, D.C.;
Headquarters, Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base,
Virginia; F-16 Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force
Base, California; and the F-16 SPO and the Joint Engine Project
Office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. We also
obtained information from the F-16 prime contractors--General
Dynamics, Forth Worth, Texas; and the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
group of United Techrnologies Corporation, West Palm Beach,
Florida.
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CHAPTER 2

TESTING AND PERFORMANCE

On October 13, 1977, the Deputy Secretary of Defenseapproved F-16 full production. It was recognized that theAir Force has a large amount of development and operationaltest and evaluation to be accomplished, but that on the wholethe program was ready to enter full production. The follow-ing discussions address test background, Defense Systems Ac-quisition Review Council IIIB (DSARC IIIB) test requirements,engine and aircraft testing results, survivability/vulner-
ability and the potential implications of recent tests on theF-16.

TEST BACKGROUND

The F-16 full-scale development test program was con-structed to prove that the advanced technology features of theprototype F-16 can be incorporated into the F-16 at low risk,and that the F-16 weapons system can meet its performancegoals and minimize acquisition and life cycle costs whilesuccessfully accomplishing its operational role.

The full-scale development test program is an integratedeffort including contractor and Air Force development, test,and evaluation (DT&E) and initial operational test and eval-uation (IOT&E).

DT&E flight tests are conducted by a Joint Test Forcethat includes representatives from General Dynamics and var-ious Air Force organizations. The Joint Test Force Directoris responsible to the Air Force Flight Test Center Commanderfor providing operational control of the Joint Test Force andto the F-16 SPO for implementing direction.

The Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (AFTEC), anindependent test organization, manages F-16 operational testand evaluation that consists of the IOT&E phase before theDSARC IIIB decision and a subsequent follow-on test and ev -uation phase. AFTEC operational test and evaluation team mem-bers also participate in the F-16 Joint Test Force.

DSARC IIIB TEST ASSESSMENT

To reduce risks to a point where a realistic productiondecision could be made, DSARC II established test mile-stones that had to be accomplished before the DSARC IIIB
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decision. During the full-scale development test program
the Air Force made minor revisions to the lightning,
component damage tolerance, and IOT&E test milestones.
In making these revisions some of these tests were scheduled
to be established after DSARC IIIB.

In the DSARC IIIB technical assessment the SPO con-
cluded that using preliminary flight test da-a, the current
configuration of the F-16 and a future F-16, with a possible
552 pound weight growth will meet or exceed all the erfor-
mance thresholds cited in the July 1977 F-16 DCP.

In AFTEC's IOT&E assessment and the SPO's overall test
assessment, both organizations recognized that problems were
experienced during the test program and corrective action
was being proposed and taken. After a review of the problems
and corrections, both organizations concluded that F-16 test-
ing was sufficient to justify full production approval at
DSARC IIIB.

F-16 PERFORMANCE CONCERNS

At DSARC IIIB the Air Force was particularly concerned
about F100 engine problems and various problems experienced
during F-16 full-scale development. Since the FluO engine
powers both the F-16 and the F-15, the F-15 engine problems
have the potential of occurring on the F-16. While the engine
problems experienced on the F-15 are serious, the same problems
could be significantly more serious on the F-16 since it has
only one engine cmpared with two on the F-15. Although the
F100 engine in the F-16 has not experienced as many problems
as it has in the F-15, F-16s have only about 1,500 flight
hours of F100 use. Further, the F-16/F100 usage was exper-
ienced in a full-scale test environment, which does not equate
to the F-15/F100 operational environment. Until more exper-
ience is obtained in engine use in an F-16 operational en-
vironment, the Air Force cannot be assured that engine prob-
lems experienced in the F-15 will not be experienced in the
F-16. Because of the situation there are changes beini made
to the F100 engine which will be used in the F-16.

Concurrent F-16 development and production magnifies the
importance of these problems since any change in the develop-
ment design after production starts will cause a corresponding
change in the production article. Consequently, there is risk
in starting production before design is complete. F100 engine
and F-16 full-scale development problems are discussed below.
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Engine problems

The F-16 is powered by a single Pratt & Whitney F100 tur-bofan engine. The F100 engine, which was originally developed
for and is now operational in the F-15, was determined to befully qualified in October 1973. As of September 8, 1977, theengine had accumulated more than 200,000 operating hours and100,000 flight hours, as shown below.

F100 Eine Operating and Flight Hours
as of September 8,1977

Prog~am Total - "ating hours Flight hours

F-15 172,852 100,168F-16 3,021 1,489Development and com-
ponent improvement
program 38,776 -

Total 214,64q 101,657

F100 engine experience slows the following engine defi-ciencies are causing operational effectiveness, safety, andmaintenance problems:

-- Turbine blade failures and noncontainment of turbine
blades in engine.

-- Engine stalls.

-- Engine stagnations.

--Main fuel pump malfunctions.

-- Ground starting problems.

--Augmentor malfunctions and durability problems.

These are serious problems for the twin-engine F-15;
but they can be even more serious for the F-16 because it isa single-engine aiL:raft, Historically, twin-engine aircraft
have maintained a major engine-related safety advantage oversingle-engine aircraft due to the redundance offered by thesecond engine.
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Under the F100 Component Improvement Program (CIP), funds
are being provided to Pratt & Whitney to correct the engine
problems. However, we were advised that funding limitations
may preclude the F100 engine from reaching its full potential.

The following is a more detailed discussion of the engine
deficiencies and corrective actions.

Turbine blade separations and
noncontainment of separated
blades in engine

The F100 engine is designed to contain boken compressor
and turbine blades in the engine. Through April 15, 1977,
there have been 14 second-stage turbine blade separations in
operational and test flight engines, of which 4 have actually
gone through the engine containment structure. Separation of
a turbine blade requires engine shutdown. Although this alone
may cause an F-16 loss, failure to contain a turbine blade
increases this possibility because the fuel tank is located
ahove the engine.

The contractor has determined that high vibration
stresses, fuel nozzle contamination, and electronic engine
control (EEC) malfunctions have caused the blade separations
and has initiated corrective action.

Investigations of the noncontained turbine blades have
shown that three of the four incidents resulted from an
engine overtemperature/overspeed condition because the EEC
malfunctioned. In the other incident the engine containment
case was found to be below the design specifications. Thir-
teen other production cases from the same production lot
were found not strong erough for containment and were removed
from operational engines.

Changes to the engine to increase containment capability
have been identified. As yet, no final decision has been
made on either option. In the interim, F-16 full-scale de-
velopment aircraft have belly bands installed on all engines.

Engine stalls

An engine stall is a momentary pause in engine operation
that may or may not be self-correcting. A stall which is not
self-correcting is called a stagnation, which is discussed in
the next section. When a stall occurs, the pilot's attention
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is diverted to check engine gauges and, if necessary, take cor-rective action by moving the throttle. The Tactical Air Com-mand (TAC) considers stalls a serious problem, particularly incombat when loss of power can given an enemy aircraft a dis-tinct advantage.

Air Force officials stated that engine stalls are inherentin all jet engines, but their frequency can be reduced. Thestall rate of the F100 engine in TAC operations had droppedfrom 9 per 1,000 engine flying hours in early 1976 to 4.1 per1,000 engine flying hours at the end of 1977 due to improve-ments in the current engine configuration.

A device capable of reducing the engine stall rate isbeing developed. The device, known as the light off detector,automatically reduces the potential of an augmentor-inducedstall when engine conditions are conducive to cause one. Yet,after the light off detector is actuated and eliminates thestall, the pilot must move the throttle to intermediate powerbefore returning to augmentation. TAC believes this may be anundesirable recovery system because in both the F-16 and F-15the delay in reaching the desi:ed thrust caused by recyclingthe throttle--not to mention the distraction--could adverselyaffect the outcome of an aerial combat encounter.

The Air Force is continuing efforts to reduce the enginestall rate and plans to take the pilot out of the correctiveactions to the extent practical.

engine stagnations

Engine stagnation is a condition which to date can onlybe corrected by shutting down the engine and restarting it.The August 1976 Follow-on Operational Test and EvaluationFinal Report on the F-15 disclosed that simulated air combatengagements were lost while pilots were checking gages andperforming engine shutdowns and restarts after stagnations.TAC has advised that the performance and safety effects of astagnation on the F-16 is of upmost concern to them.

Stagnation, which may occur anywhere in a flight envelopebut most frequently at high altitude and low speed, is causedprimarily by augmentor blow-out and automatic reignition.

When a stagnation occurs and the engine is shut down, anF-1V pilot must be able to effect an aerial restart if he isto avoid an emergency landing or ejection. This is criticalin all F-16 missions, the stagnation rate for the current en-gine configuration in TAC operations is 2.3 per 1,000 engine
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flight hours. While Air Force officials said it will be x-
tremely difficult to make an engine that will never stagnate
they are confident that the rate of stagnations can be signi-
ficantly reduced.

To reduce the number of stagnations, various corrective
actions to the EEC, unified fuel control, fuel nozzle, and other
engine components have been and are being tested. Results of
testing to date indicate a potential stagnation rate reduction
to 1.3 per 1,000 engine flight hours. With additional cor-
rective actions to be tested, the Air Force hopes to reduce
stagnations to .5 per 1,000 engine flight hours in 1979.

Main fuel ump malfunctions

The main fuel pump has a current CIP goal of 750 to
1,000 operating hours, aiid, at engine maturity, a specifica-
tion requirement of 4,000 hours. From December 1976 through
1977 there have been 40 main fuel pump malfunctions result-
ing in 26 F-15 single-engine landings. The exact caus of
the reduced pump reliability is cavitation at low flow and
subsequent metal errosion. The immediate corrective action
was to revert to a previous production configuration ;:hich
will reduce the maximum operating hours of the pump to be-
tween 400 and 500 hours. All F-15 and F-16 aircraft are
flying with this particular pump.

Because of concern over single-engine aircraft safety,
plans are underway to develop an alternate dual-element main
fuel pump which features inherent pumping redundance. The
estimated incorporation date is February 1980. This means
that 127 F-16s (81 for the U.S. Air Force and 46 for the
Europeans) will not have the dual-element main fuel pump
until that date.

Ground starting problems

Some F100 engines do not start on the first attempt to
start a cold engine. Subsequent attempts tend to be more
successful as the engine warms up. Until corrected, this
could be a serious problem in the event of war.

As of August 31, 1977, 31 of over 700 delivered engines
have exhibited this problem, of which 14 would not start un-
til their compressor seals were refurbished. Corrective ac-
tions taken to date have been procedural. Air Force officials
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advised that these are near-term solutions and investigation
is still underway to develop a permanent solution.

Augmentor malfunctions and durability problems

The August 1976 Follow-on Operational Test and Evalua-
tion Final Report on the F-15 aircraft reported that several
engine malfunctions greatly degraded F-15 effectiveness dur-
ing air combat. Specifically, the augmentor did not always
ignite or had late ignitions and blowouts, which decreased
performance. Further, the late ignitions created a 100-
to 200-foot torch behind the aircraft, which marked its
position.

The currently configured lot IV engine improved auqmentor
ignition and reduced blowouts. Yet through July 1977 38 per-
cent of these engines have experienced inconsistent augmentor
operation during F-15 acceptance tests. This has been reduced
to 5.5 percent from August 1 through November 17, 1977.

Through July 1977 the F100 engine experienced 223 F-15
stagnations, of which 76 percent- occurred while the auqmentor
was in use. Because of the augmentor problems and related
engine stagnations, a fix has been incorporated that automa-
tically changes the maximum amount of augmentation available
while flying in a portion of the flight envelope. Currently,
the F-16 pilot is restricted in using the augmentor. The air
Force is hopeful that these restrictions will be lifted as
the problems are corrected. (See p. 13.)

In addition to these performance problems, the augmentor/
nozzle module has experienced thermal and fatigue durability
problems that have contributed to increased operational main-
tenance requirements. Improved components have been demon-
strated, but many efforts in this area have been deferred un-
til higher priority problems have been resolved.

Effect of engine problems

In early 1977 the Air Force requested that Pratt &
Whitney prepare a report on projected F-16 losses based on
actual engine experience in the twin-engine F-15. Pratt &
Whitney projected 16 losses per 100,000 flying hours in
their first report and 15.6 losses per 100,000 flying hours
in their second report (dated July 19, 1977).

In making these projections, it was assumed that if a
problem which would result in a F-16 loss was identified
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and corrective action implemented, all ater incidents would
not occur. For example, of the 26 F-15 single-enqine land-
ings caused by main fuel pump malfunctions, two occurred
before corrective action was implemented in the fleet. It
was assumed the F-16 fleet would be grounded after the first
two losses until a fix was incorporated.

Since this estimate, several additional estimates have
been made to include consideration of corrective actions
already implemented or that are to be implemented. As a
result of F100 engine experience on the F-15 aircraft
several modifications have been made to the engine. These
changes have been considered by the USAF in estimating
a projected 9.7 loss rate per 100,000 flight hours for the
F-16. After additional corrective actions the Air Force
is predicting a further decrease in the engine loss rate.
The Air Force Inspection and Safety Center projects an
engine-caused loss rate of 3.5 to 5.5 losses per 100,000
engine flight hours, and the F-16 Systems Program Office
projects a rate of 2.9 losses per 100,000 engine flight
hours. A third assessment is based on actual F100 engine
experience accumulated in the F-15 aircraft, which assumes
that once an engine problem is identified and corrective
action is implemented, all later projected incidents will
be discounted by the estimated effectiveness of the cor-
rective action. This assessment includes 113,000 hours
of flight experience through September 1977, and results
in a projection of 4.3 hazardous failures per 100,000
engine flight hours when the F-16 is introduced in the
inventory.

The F-16 specification goal for F-16 loss due to engine
malfunction is 1 er 100,000 flight hours after the aircraft
has accumulated 2u0,000 flight hours. As discussed above,
the most optimistic estimated loss rate is about three times
higher than the specification goal. Although the F-16 pro-
jected loss rate due to engine malfunctions is high compared
to Lthe specification goal, they are in line with actual loss
rates experienced by other single-engine aircraft.

In addition to the projected loss rates, the F-16 is
currently restricted in using its augmentor in a portion
of its flight envelope. These restrictions were established
to assure low risk to the F-16 flight test program in light
of the engine's Dopnation problem. F-16 production air-
craft are not planned to have augmentor restrictions. Cur-
rent restrictions will be lifted when successful stagnation
fixes are incorporated and when the envelope is cleared by
flight experience.
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Effect of CIP funding limitations

Air Force officials advised that funding limitations,
together with the money needed to resolve the problems de-
scribed above, may preclude the F100 engine from reaching
its full potential on schedule.

SPO officials advised that the single-engine safety
items needed to decrease the estimated loss rate are fully
funded. However, component reliability, durability improve-
ments, and depot repair tasks are either only partially
funded or deferred for later years.

Air Force officials said that the funding limitations
have come at a time when the complexity of the problems
described above requires considerable time and money to
resolve. These limitations necessitated extensive deletions
in proposed tasks. Specifically, 35 f 144 tasks, 725 engi-
neering test hours, and durability and depot repair efforts
were deleted from CIP work for fiscal year 1978.

Deficiencies experienced during
F-16 full-scale evelopment

During full-scale development testing the F-16 aircraft
experienced deficiencies in crew station qualification, struc-
tural integrity, radar operation, flight stability, jet fuel
starter reliability, and environmental control system effec-
tiveness.

Crew station ualification

To date the crew station has experienced problems with
the canopy birdstrike and canopy/aircrew ejection tests.
At 350 nautical miles per hour, the F-16 canopy is required
to deflect a 4-pound bird. The full-scale development F-16
is designed with a coated 1/2-inch polycarbonate canopy;
this canopy failed during birdstrike tests. After consider-
ing various alternatives, the SPO determined that a 3/4 inch
polycarbonate canopy with a modified coating will satisfy
the birdstrike requirement.

Currently, AFTEC is concerned about the susceptibility
of the proposed canopy coating to wind and rain erosion.
SPO officials stated that extensive laboratory tests on the
proposed coating indicated that a substantial improvement
in durability had been created in comparison to earlier
coatings. Based on these tests the F-16 SPO estimates a
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canopy life of 2 to 5 years, which is consistent with other
fighter aircraft.

Early crew station ejection tests for the F-16B two-seat aircraft failed since the aft seat and the test dummy
collided with the canopy. The contractor corrected the prob-lem by increasing the time between canopy jettison and seatejection. Accordingly, the pilot escape tests have beencompleted for the full-scale development ejection system.
Tests of the new, heavier canopy are not scheduled until
the first quarter of 1978.

Structural integrity

Cracks developed in several bulkheads during durability
testing. General Dynamics has made the necessary redesigns
to correct the problems. Because of program concurrency, thecontractor had begun manufacturing he bulkheads for the first36 production aircraft before testing disclosed the structural
problem. General Dynamics strengthened these bulkheads byadding metal plates. Starting with aircraft number 37, thecontractor will install thicker, redesigned bulkheads.

Radar operation

The F-16 radar is a multimode, pulse-doppler radar de-veloped by Westinghouse Electric Corporation that provides
both air-to-air and air-to-surface modes of operation. Inthe air-to-air mode, the radar has a look-up and look-down
capability. In the air-to-surface mode, the radar provides
air-to--ground ranging, ground mapping, ground map doppler
beam sharpening, beacon map mode, and sea clutter modes.

During June and July 1977, operation of the radar naircraft A-3 disclosed an excessive number of false targets,
reduced detection range, and unacceptable doppler beam
sharpening. On July 3C, 1977, aircraft A-3 was sent toWes-=inghouse Electric (Baltimore, Maryland) for system
improvements.

Since the return of aircraft A-3 to Edwards Air Force
Basha the radar has experienced problems with air-to-ground
ranging and improper antenna scanning during air combatmaneuvering. Although beam sharpening was improved, itstill does not operate optimally. Ground mapping and sea
modes tested by USAF and Westinghouse showed problems. Al-though some radar problems-were still being experienced, theAir Force considered the F-16 radar to have adequately dem-
onstrated the radar milestone.
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Fliht stability

High-angle-of-attack testing as of November 29, 1977,
indicated that maximum command aircraft rolls in excess of
180 degrees above the 22 degrees angle-of-attack could re-
sult in unstable flight control conditions whereby the air-
craft starts to rotate in pitch of its own accord. When
the angle o attack exceeds 29 degrees the yaw rate limiter
in the flight control system automatically changes the con-
trol surfaces to prevent a spin.

Since Nover'er 29, 1977, high-angle-of-attack flight
tests of the F-16 have been conducted with modified flight
control computer hardware. Testing has demonstrated that
the F-16 pilot can perform unrestricted roll maneuvers up
to the required maximum of 25.2-degree angle of attack.
Air Force officials state that although the modification
caused a miLimal reduction in roll performance, the F-16
is still superior to most current aircraft.

Jet fuel starter reliability

The jet fuel starter is a gas turbine that is primarily
used to ground start the F100 engine. The power required to
crank the jet fuel starter is derived from two hydraulic
accumulators, which are adequate for two start attempts under
normal conditions and one start under cold conditions (less
than 38 degrees fahrenheit).

Only 77 percent of all initial ground starts with the
jet fuel starter have been successful. In 10 percent of
the starts more than two attempts were required to achieve
an engine start. In these instances, the accumulators must
be recharged by the ground crew. According to Air Force of-
ficials, the unsuccessful starts are due to random component
failures; the contractor has initiated corrective action.
Inconsistent ground starts with the jet fuel starter could
have a detrimental effect on performance when the aircraft
is required to be airborne in a short time.

Environmental control system effectiveness

The environmental control system takes bleed air from
the engine compressor, conditions the air, and distributes
it for cabin and equi.nment conditioning.

Early in the full-scale development program the Air
Force recognized that the F-16A and F-16B heat exchangers
nad low performance although adequate for the full-scale
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development program). Consequently, the Air Force decided
that an improved heat exchanger and a revised ram air cir-
cuit would be incorporated into production aircraft.

To correct these problems General Dynamics has revised
the air distribution in the full-scale development F-16B
environmental control systems to simulate the production
configuration. Additional air distribution changes have
been made to improve defogging capability and to provide the
required air to the avionics. These distribution changes
will also be incorporated in F-16B production aircraft.

POST-DSARC TESTS

Although the Air Force had about 42 months of YF-16
and F-16 testing experience before the full-production
decision (i.e., the DSARC IIIB), only about 10 months of
testing w accomplished on full-scale development air-
craft. Th. pre-DSARC IIIB testing does not constitute
complete esting of the E-16 aircraft, much more testing
is planned and fu]'-scale development testing will not
be completed until arly 1979. DT&E assessments scheduled
to be accomplished after DSARC include the following:

-- Air-to-air and air-to-ground gunnery accuracy,
missile compatibility, and bombing accuracy.

--Engine air starts using the jet fuel starter.

-- Qualification of pecul ar F-16 engine modifications
(i.e., the backup fuel control and the dual-element
main fuel pump).

-- Complete qualification testing of F-16 radar,
including the built in test, electronic counter-
countermeasures, and sea modes of operation.

-- Total fire control system accuracy.

--Complete electromagnetic compatibility demonstra-
tion, including the Penetration aids.

--Completion of various ground tests--lightning,
canopy/aircrew qualifications, component damage
tolerance tests on the vertical tail, and durability
tests of the patched and redesigned bulkheads.
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-- High-angle-of-attack demonstrations for post-stal
and different external store configurations.

--F-16B performance and flying qualities tests.

-- Air-to-air tracking.

-- Operational testing on wet runways.

AFTEC's pre-DSARC IIIB tests and evaluations were
structured to assess the sufficiency of initial operational
testing to support a full-production decision. The extent
that AFTEC can conduct operational testing is limited by
the overall progress of the DT&E effort--which includes the
development of aircraft systems, the installation of the
systems in aircraft, and the availability of the aircraft
for operational testing. While AFTEC accomplished nearly
all planned IOT&E tests, many tests could not be scheduled
until after DSARC IIIB. AFTEC's F-16 follow-on test and
evaluation (i.e., the post-DSARC IIIB effort) is structured
to address specific objectives, including the following:

--Evaluate the F-16 military utility and operational
effectiveness during routine, air-to-air, air-to-
surface, interdiction, and close air support
operations.

--Evaluate Air Force maintenance training for the
F-16 weapon system.

-- Evaluate the mission completion success probability
of the F--lb weapon system for specified missions.

-- Provide preliminary information of F-16 tactics.

--Identify operational deficiencies.

-- Recommend or evaluate desirable production confi-
guration changes, tradeoffs, improvements, or
modifications that would enhance F-16 mission
accomplishment.

AFTEC will not test or evaluate F-16 vulnerability dur-
ing follow-on testing. Pilot reports and data on F-16 per-
formance or characteristics that may affect survivability/
vulnerability assessments will be provided to appropriate
agencies for their consideration and use.
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SURVIVABILITY/VULNERABILITY

During the lightweight fighter program, the competing
contractors developed prototypes to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of a low-cost, highly maneuverable fighter for the
air superiority mission. During this program there was no
USAF requirement to incorporate survivability/vulnerability
technology into the design.

In the transition phase from prototype to full-scale
development, each contractor conducted survivability/
vulnerability studies and prepared a survivability program
for an aircraft that would have an air superiority mission
with a secondary air-to-surface capability. According to
SPO officials, the Air Force evaluated the survivability
features of both prototypes during source selection assess-
ment, and incorporated a survivability/vulnerability program
in the F-16 contract.

Later, at the direction of Headquarters Air Force Sys-
tems Command, an Air Force Independent Survivability Review
Team evaluated F-16 characteristics.

As a result of the concerns expressed by the review
team, the Air Force directed the contractor to accelerate
its planned reassessment of F-16 survivability and
vulnerability. In a June 1976 report, the contractor dis-
cussed the effect that four vulnerability reduction modifica-tions would have on the F-16.

The F-16 SPO has subsequently made another analysis of
F-16 survivability and vulnerability. Unlike the other F-16survivability and vulnerability analysis, the SPO analysisdid not contain a recommendation, but a conclusion that
placed the initiative for any followup action on the
Configuration Steering Group. The SPO analysis concluded
that, if improvement in the present F-16 survivability isdesired, two modifications would be cost/mission effective.

Neither modification can be incorporated in the firstdnd second block of production aircraft. Incorporation in
subsequent production blocks and retrofit of the first two
blocks will depend on the results of further testing. If
approved, these modifications will increase F-16 program
costs.
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POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT
AIMVAL/ACEVAL TEST ON THE F-16

-ently, the Air Intercept Missile valuation/Air
Combat Evaluation (AIMVAL/ACEVAL) was completed at Nellis
Air Force Base. This joint test program was created with
Air Force and Navy participation, to develop performance
characteristics for a common Air Force/Navy short-range
missile and to provide quantitative data on multiple air-
craft engagements in the close-in visual arena. While the
F-16 was not directly involved in this test program (Blue
forces flew F-14 and F-15 aircraft and Red forces flew
the F-5E), overall conclusions and observations will affect
the F-16 program because of similarities in equipment and
because the F-16 was designed for combat by vision.

Under the conditions tested, important operational
limitations were disclosed for armament that the F-16 and
other fighter aircraft will or possibly could carry. One
recommendation of the Joint Test Force 'JTF) conducting
the program is that new short-range missile seeker tech-
nologies be investigated and that a new medium-range,
active radar missile be developed. Without such improve-
ments in air-to-air armament, the JTF believes that U.S.
fighter capabilities could be severely limited. Also,
JTF noted that the single most important factor in the
outcome of a close-in visual air engagement is niumerical
superiority. While advanced avionics technology can aid
engagement options and responses, a numerically superior
enemy with the capabilities postulated for the mid-1980s
can produce high, and conceivably unacceptable, loss
ratios.
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CHAPTER 3

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

On October 13, 1977, the F-16 was approved for full
production as a result of the DSARC IIIB program review.
Although the F-16 program accomplished the final decisionmilestone in the Defense acquisition process, program prob-
lem areas remain to be resolved.

Concurrent production while development and testing
are in progress has created an element of risk in the F-16
program. Design problems have caused schedule slips inimportant subsystems which could affect the capabilities of
early-production aircraft. Furthermore, an ambitious and
concurrent deployment schedule will create support problems
throughout the program.

PROGRAM MILESTONES

The F-16 DSARC IIIB briefing was held on October 11,1977. On October 13, 1977, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
while recognizing program accomplishments and concerns, ap-
proved F-16 full production.

The September 30, 1977, Selected Acquisition Report
shows the following F-16 program milestones remaining:

Event Date scheduled

First flight-production aircraft Aug. 1978

First aircraft to TAC Sept. 1978

Delivery of 100th production air-
craft to USAF May 1980

Although the first production F-16 will not be delivered
until August 1978, DSARC IIIB represents the final DSARC review for the entire program. Currently, fundamental program
issues remain undefined, and there are no firm milestones
established for resolving them.

The principal undefined program issues are:

-- Initial operational capability (IOC)--F-16 program
schedules indicate that the first F-16 unit will
achieve IOC in mid-1980. This is not an approved
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date for IOC, and is not a program milestone.
Although 186 F-16s will have been delivered to
USAF by the end of 1980, Defense has not estab-
lished a firm IOC date for the F-16 program, and
has not defined the requirements for F-16 opera-
tional apability for initial F-16 units.

--F-16 mission effectiveness--Although USAF intends
to use the F-16 equally in both the air-to-air and
air-to-surface roles, these plans are based on
performance characteristics, analysis, and limited
operational testing. TAC cannot assess its mis-
sion effectiveness until January 1979 when it
accepts delivery of the first production aircraft.
Integration testing with other aircraft will not
begin until January 1980.

-- Follow-on purchase--Under the Memorandum of Under-
standing, USAF is committed to buy 650 F-16s and
plans to buy 738 additional aircraft. The DSARC
IIIB decision approved an Air Force F-16 program
of 1,388 aircraft with deliveries extending into
1987. Aircraft introduced into the inventory
at this time will face a different environment
and threats than the F-16 was designed to meet.
Considering the length of the program, the test-
ing yet to be accomplished and the changing opera-
tional environment a formal review is desirable.

PROGRAM CONCURRENCY

The basic F-16 program schedule established by USAF
and European delivery requirements has caused some degree
of concurrency between full-scale development, production,
and deployment. This has created an element of risk for
the F-16 production program, and could complicate the cor-
rection of subsystem design problems. These areas are
discussed below.

Concurrency implications on production

Because of production lead time and early F-16 delivery
requirements, a large number of production compone, es were
scheduled for manufacture during he full-scale development
program. This situation was compounded by the need to pro-
vide production components to European manufacturers to
support their schedule requirements. Problems encountered
during development testing will have to be corrected on the
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production aircraft. This may require engineering and designchanges and new manufacturing procedures on the productionline. It also requires that completed components be changed
to meet the new design.

An example of this situation occurred during structuraltests when a number of cracks developed in four center fuse-lage bulkheads. Although the problem was identified and cor-rected early in the development test program (July throughAugust 1977), the redesigned bulkheads are not incorporateduntil the 37th production aircraft.

Incorporation of changes to correct problems disclosedin tests will probably continue throughout the test program.Problems encountered later in the test program will requirea greater amount of retrofit effort and have a much greatereffect on program cost and schedule. For example, by thecompletion of most development testing in December 1978,
forward fuselage assembly will be completed for 56 produc-tion aircraft, and 40 more will be in progress.

The schedule and cost risks inherent to the F-16 produc-tion program were the principal concern of the Program Officeat the DSARC IIIB briefing. The effects of concurrency be-tween the test program and production are likely to continue
throughout the early years of F-16 production, and will re-quire extensive, management attention.

Subsystem design problems

Three important F-16 subsystems--the radar, the storesmanagement system, and the avionics intermediate shop--haveexperienced development design problems that have alreadycaused schedule slips. These systems have not yet completedinitial testing, and correction of test problems will havean increasing effect on production schedules. Furtherschedule problems may affect the performance or supportabilityof early-production aircraft. DSARC concern with these areasresulted in the Deputy Secretary of Defense directing the AirForce to conduct followup assessments of these systems in the
memorandum documenting the F-16 full-production decision.

Radar

Correcting performance problems has resulted in numerousdesign changes in F-16 radar, and has caused a delay indelivery of early-production units. Radar ualification test-ing will not be complete until February 1978. At that time
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21 radar units will be in production and will be affectedby any additional design changes. If additional qualifi-
cation or flight test problems arise, further radar deliveryschedule slips are likely.

Stores management system

The F-16 stores management system coordinates weapondelivery and inventory with other aircraft systems (such asradar and optical displays). The stores system completeda major redesign in the fall of 1976, and new capabilitieswere added during the development program. As a result,the system design is still not finalized, and the storesmanagement manufacturing effort is 3 months behind schedule.Although production components are being delivered, flighttesting the stores system has just begun its initial phaseand will not be complete until December 1978.

Although SPO officials feel that the stores managementsystem will be ready for the first-production F-16, theyare concerned about the overall production effort and con-sider the delivery schedule to be a critical concern.

Avionics intermediate shop

The F-1i avionics intermediate shop (AIS) consists offour separate units of computer-controlled electronic testequipment to be used for aircraft maintenance at F-16 bases.AIS development problems on other weapons systems led to the
F-16 program contracting with the manufacturer for supportof early operational aircraft, and a phased development oforganic support capability.

Because the AIS test capability must be tailored tothe unit tested, development changes in F-16 electroniccomponents require subsequent changes to AIS. The basicdesign will not be finalized until after the first produc-tion aircraft is delivered in August 1978. At that time14 sets will be in production.

The AIS design problems resulted in schedule slips
throughout the development program. Although the currentschedule calls for delivery of the first production unitas originally planned, SPO considers this schedule to beoptimistic and anticipates late delivery of some early-production equipment.
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SUPPORT CONCERNS

To meet the delivery schedules established in USAFplanning documents, the F-16 Memorandum of Understanding,and the foreign military sales agreement with Iran, theF-16 production program has a rapid initial buildup. F-16deployment will require that seven bases be opened in sixcountries in 18 months. The diverse locations of thesebases will compound the Program Office's efforts to assureadequate support for the aircraft. The following chartshows the number of production aircraft, and the number ofdifferent base locations during the early F-16 deployment.

Cumulative number of Cumulative number ofCalendar year production aircraft aircraft bases
1979 90 31980 312 81981 642 141982 1.,087 221983 1,560 29
An Air Force official conceded that no modern fighterprogram faces the potential early support problems posed bythe F-16 deployment schedule.

At the DSARC IIIB briefing, F-16 support/deployme,it
was the only major program element that SPO did not considersatisfactory. While stating that the F-16 was ready for pro-duction, it was pointed out that the support and deploymentareas contained inherent risks. This briefing and other F-16assessments identified areas of concern in the F-16 supportand deployment areas. These concerns are discussed below.

--Program concurrency--Schedu cocncurrency betweendevelopment, production, and deployment increasesthe risk of placing a new system in the field.It takes time to establish the reliability andmaintainability of any new system, and to adjustthe maintenance effort to the problems. The heavydeployment schedule means that hundreds of aircraftwill be affected by routine initial problems. Thiswill create a heavy demand for specific spare parts,will increase maintenance manhours, and will reduceflight hours.

-- Avionics intermediate shop--AIS is designed to supportaircraft maintenance at F-16 bases. Presently the AISdevelopment and production schedules are success oriented,
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with no slack to compensate for future problem_.
Late AIS delivery may not limit the supportabil-
ity of early aircraft because of provisions for
contractor support. Extended development prob-
lems could affect the test capability at early
bases and delay USAF development of the main-
tenance capability.

--Alternate mission equipment--Current planned pro-
curements of alternate mission equipment (i.e.,
equipment that interfaces the airframe and weapons,
electronic countermeasure pods, and fuel tanks) are
less than TAC requirements. TAC officials believe
if the current planned procurements of alternate
mission equipments are not increased it will re-
strict the air-to-surface mission loadings of F-16
aircraft and will limit their operational capability.

--Maintenance training equipment--The F-16 will use a
Mobile Training Set to provide maintenance training
for F-16 support personnel. UJnder the General Dyna-
mics contract the system will have to be designed
and built in 12 months. According to Air Force
officials the contract provides sufficient produc-
tion time to meet delivery schedules, but it is not
designed with any schedule slack to accommodate
design and production problems. Any unanticipated
problems could cause late delivery of the trainer.
This would force maintenance crew training to begin
without the necessary equipment and would degrade
the quality of training available.

-- Pilot training--TAC will begin to receive F-16 train-
ing aircraft in January 1979. The first operational
squadron was originally due to reach operational capa-
bility in mid-1980. Because of requirements to train
European and test pilots, and a low projected use
rate for early aircraft, TAC has determined it could
not train all the early required pilots on available
F-16 training aircraft. To correct this projected
pilot shortage, TAC will use the first operational
squadron for early pilot training. This will delay
IOC by approximately 6 months. Although TAC ffi-
cials believe this action will be sufficient to
meet their minimum requirements for pilot raining,
they emphasized that these plans depend on aircraft
deliveries, support and maintenance schedules, and
the number of training flights that can be flown on
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each aircraft during the first year of the trairinq
program. Any delays in support equipment or problems
with logistics arrangement could further delay the USAF
operational capability.

-- Impact of Foreign Military Sales--The F-16 FMS master
plan--defines USAF's ability to eliver a supportable
weapons system for third country sales and establishes
ground rules to be met by future sales. The memoran-
dums documenting the DSARC IIA and DSARC IIIB deci-
sions both stress the importance of following these
ground rules. The current sale to Iran was approved
despite USAF's opinion that the early deliveries toIran would create a very high risk for the entire F-16
program. At present, however, additional F-16 sales
are being contemplated that violate master plan quide-
lines. Both the Program Office and TAC have expressed
concern over the effect of F-16 FMS, particularly if
they occur outside the FMS master plar guidelines.SPO is concerned with the effect of sch sales on F-16
deployment, support, and multinational program commit-ments. TAC has expressed concern that the F-16 FMS
program is not being centrally focused or managed.
TAC feels that successful deployment of USAF and EPG
F-16s requires strict adherence to the FMS master
plan, and that any future deviations would create
severe testing, training, support, and schedule prob-
lems.

This view was endorsed by the Office of the Secretarv ofDefense in the F-16 DCP signed on November 29, 1977, which
states that it is imperative that the master plan be followed
when accepting additional F-16 third country sales.
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CHAPTER 4

COST STATUS

Our review of the cost of the F-16 program has shownthat the September 30, 1977, SAR understates estimatedprogram costs by about $1,31 billion. We found that theF-15 budget does not have complete estimates for alternatemission equipment, PAVE PENNY capability, and we believe,the F-16 engineering change order allowance is too low tofund probable production line changes. We also found thatTAC and the F-16 SPO have identified additional require-ments which, if approved, will further increase costs.Finally, the design-to-cost estimate presented at DSARCIIIB is $206,000 greater than its goal. This, however,is not a valid measure of cost control because the esti-mate's overhead cost is based on more aircraft than thegoal and does not include nonrecurring costs as originallyintended. A more detailed discussion of these findingsfollow.

LEST ESTIMATE NOT REFLECTED IN SARs

The cost estimates presented at DSARC IIIB were not ap-
proved by OSD until the budget review cycle was completedin December 1977. Although DSARC IIIB costs are subjectto change, they represented the Air Force's best estimateat that time and, we believe, should have been presented
.n the September SAR as an Air Force estimate not yet ap-proved by OSD. Otherwise, the Congress is not notified ofpotential program cost growth in a timely manner.

The F-16 program cost estimate prepared in September1977 and briefed to DSARC IIIB in October 1977 and the
September 1977 SAR are shown blow.

Total Program Cost

(in millions of then-year dollars)

SAR DSARC IIIB
Program September 30, 1977 briefing Increase

Development $ 891.1 $ 1,004.9 $ 113.8Procurement 12,942.2 14,142.3 1,200.1

Total program $13,833.3 $15,147.2 $1,313.9
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Of the $1.31 billion dollar increase, about $1.28 billion
represents escalation. The remaining increase Lepresents
program changes, changes in estim_*in methodology, and repro-
graming of interim contractor support.

POTENTIAL COST GROWTH AREAS

The F-16 budget does not have complete estimates for
alternate mission equipment (AME) and a PAVE PENNY (laser
target identification system) capability. An additional $164.7
million will be needed for these items. We believe this
situation will cause the F-16 program cost to increase further.

Incomplete estimates for AME and interface

AME includes such items as fuel tanks, pylons, missile
launchers and adaptors, bomb racks, electronic countermeasure
adaptors, and various interface units. The type and quantity
of AME an aircraft uses depends on the aircraft's mission.

When the F-16 airframe contract was negotiated, the Air
Force and General Dynamics viewed the F-16 as having primarily
an air-to-air mission. Accordingly, General Dynamics proposed
quantities of AME consistent with the F-16 perceived role.
The Air Force subsequently changed the F-16 mission to a swing
fighter with a 50-percent air-to-air and a 50-percent air-to-
surface capability.

As a result of the changed mission, the quantity of AME
supplied under the F-16 contract does not satisfy TAC require-
ments. If the Air Force buys the additional equipment TAC
wants, the estimated cost of AME equipment will increase
$128.3 million (then-year dollars).

As with AME, the F-16 budget includes only part of the
total funds needed for a PAVE PENNY capability. PAVE PENNY
is a laser target identification system. Although the actual
PAVE PENNY pods are being funded by the PAVE PENNY SPO, the
F-16 internal capability to accept PAVE PENNY is funded by
the F-16 SPO. While the September 30, 1977, F-16 SAR includes
an estimate of $4.2 million for PAVE PENNY interface cost,
SPO officials concede that an additional $36.4 million will
be needed.

They explained that PAVE PENNY is one of several laser
target identification systems that could be used on the F-16;
PAVE PENNY being the least expensive of the available options.
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The F-16 DCP required that the F-16 have the necessary space,
weight, power, and cooling provisions for PAVE PENNY. The
interface cost was funded to avoid a much more expensive retro-
fit cost should OSD require that the F-16 have a laser target
identification system.

POTENTIAL NEW REQUIREMENTS

TAC and the F-16 SPO have identified additional reauire-
ments they would like to incorporate in the F-16 aircraft.
Presently, there is uncertainty about the benefits and penal-
ties associated with each.

riLen the F-16 program began full-scale development in
January 1975, TAC had not prepared a Required Operational
Capability (ROC) for a lightweight fighter. More than a
year later TAC issued a ROC for the F-16 aircraft, iden-
tifying requirements for an internal (rather than podded)
electronic countermeasures set, a new beyond-visual-range
missile, and an engine diagnostic system. The ROC also
requires that consideration be given to a NAVSTAR/Global
Positioning System receiver and contain space provisions
for a digital data link system so that it can be interfaced
with the Joint Tactical Information Distribution System.
Furthermore, the F-16 SPO is strongly advocating development
of a digital electronic engine control as a replacement for
the present engine control. They believe the digital elec-
tronic engine control has potential for major life cycle
cost savings.

Configuration Steering Group officials stated that
the final decision to incorporate new requirements will
be predicated on cost-effective considerations. This,
in turn, will be constrained by budget limitations and
the Congress willingness to approve the additional fund-
ing.

DESIGN TO COST

Design to cost is a management concept wherein a cost
goal is established to control program costs by tradeoffs
between performance, cost, and schedule. Cost, as a key
design parameter, is supposed to be reviewed on a continuing
basis as an inherent part of the accuisition process.

The design-to-cost goal must be expressed in constant
dollars, be based upon a specific production quantity and
rate, and establish firm ground rules on cost elements in-
cluded in the goal. Accordingly, design-to-cost estimates
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should be based on the same assumptions and ground rulesas the design-to-cost goal.

The F-16 design-to-cost estimate presented at DSARCIIIB was $4.761 million per aircraft (fiscal year 1975dollars), $206,000 greater than the $4.555 million goal.This estimate includes an allocation of overhead to the160 Iranian F-16s and to some long lead-time items for theplanned follow-on USAF buy in addition to the 650 USAFaircraft on which the original goal was established. Asa result the current estimate should not be used to mea-sure progress in achieving the established goal.
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CHAPTPA 5i

CONCLUSIONS ANj RECOMMENDATIONS

Our review disclosed that the remaining program mile-
stones are not adequate measures of program progress--despite
identified program risks, engine performance problems, andthreat uncertainties. Under current acquisition procedures
DOD is not required to conduct a formal program review
for the purchase of 738 additional USAF F-16s; program cost
reports need improvement and additional foreign military
sales may have an adverse effect on the USAF F-16 program.

INADEQUATE PROGRAM MILESTONES

The DSARC IIIB decision was the last management mile-
stone currently established for the F-16 program. The threeremaining SAR milestones represent primarily delivery sched-
ule events rather than management decision points. Despite
known engine problems, the importance of remaining flight
testing, and identified production and support risks, nomilestones have been established to measure progress in
these areas.

IOC is an effective measure of program progress,
particularly in areas of logistics and support. USAFhas not established a firm date for the first tactical unit
to achieve IOC, and it has not established criteria for
determining F-16 IOC.

Although USAF intends to use the F-16 equally in both
the air-to-air and air-to-surface role, this designation isbased on basic performance characteristics and has not been
validated through operational testing. TAC will not begin
to assess mission effectiveness until January 1979, and willnot begin to determine how the F-16 ill integrate with other
aircraft until January 1981. There is no firm date for
establishing initial aircraft mission effectiveness and
operational use, although over 325 aircraft will be delivered
by the end of 1981.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense require the
Secretary of the Air Force to review the post-DSARC IIIB F-16
program schedule, to identify management decision points andkey indicators of program progress, and establish them as
program milestones in the DCP. This should be done to estab-lish firm management goals and realistic measures of programprogress for the 650-aircraft program.
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ADDITIONAL F-16 PURCHASES

USAF currently plans to buy 738 F-16s in addition to
the 650-aircraft commitment in the Memorandum o nderstana-
ing (MOU). This purchase would require F-16 production
through 1987. Aircraft entering service at this time will
encounter a different environment and different threats than
the F-16 was designed to meet. Accordingly it may be neces-
sary to revise the operational concepts of the F-16 to meet
changing conditions.

The need for such a reassessment is strongly indicated
by the recent results of the joint Navy and Air Force
AIMVAL/ACEVAL test programs. The AIMVAL/ACEVAL JTF con-
cluded that, in order to meet a postulated threat, U.S. air-
craft will need new and/or improved armament and tactics.
The results of those test programs (which involved substan-
tial evaluation of many facets of air-to-air engagements,
including tactics, armament and varying force sizes) will
undoubtedly have some implications for the F-16.

F-16 production approval was given despite identified
program risks and engine performance problems. Because
the aircraft's mission effectiveness has not yet been estab-
lished, it is too early to adequately assess its ability
to combat the post-1987 threat enviconment.

We therefore recommend that the Secretary of Defense
require a complete program review before making any commit-
ments for USAF F-16 purchases beyond 650 aircraft. This
review should include an updated threat assessment and a
comparison of F-16 performance to the updated threat under
realistic operational conditions. In addition, the program
assessment should include an evaluation of the supportability
and the producibility of the F-16 aircraft consistent with
the F-16 MOU and F-16 FMS aqreement(s).

PROGRAM COST REPORTS NEED IMPROVEMENT

Defense instructions and Air Force regulations preclude
reporting accurate and timely cost information on SARs unless
it is first approved by OSD. For the F-16 program, OSD cost
approval has come when the budget review cycle is completed
in December. Accordingly, the December SAR reflects the
approved OSD cost position. This procedure has caused some
F-16 SARs to be inaccurate and misrepresents the status of
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the F-16 program cost. For example, the costs in the Septem-
ber 30, 1977, SAR are understated because they do not include
$1.31 billion for increased escalation and program changes
experienced since December 1976.

The F-16 budget does not have complete estimates for
alternate mission equipment and a PAVE PENNY capability.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense revise
SAR instructions to provide not only the reporting of the
OSD-approved program cost estimate, but also the services'
best program cost estimates. This would surface any major
cost changes and promptly alert the Congress.

The F-16 design-to-cost (DTC) estimate presented at
DSARC IIIB was $4.761 million per aircraft (fiscal year
1975 dollars)--$206,000 greater than the $4.555 million
goal. This, however, is not a valid measure of cost con-
trol because the estimate is based on a larger number of
aircraft than the goal and does not include nonrecurring
costs as required. Accordingly, we recommend that the
Secretary of Defense initiate actions to assure that the
DTC estimate and goal are compared under consistent ground
rules.

FOREIGN MILITARY SALES EFFECT ON USAF PROGRAM

If additional sales to third countries occur outside
the current F-16 FMS master plan, the Program Office and
TAC are concerned about the effect on USAF's ability to
support its own aircraft. Because of F-16 coproduction
commitments, such sales could also affect USAF F-16 pro-
duction and cost.

The F-16 FMS master plan provides ground rules for
future F-16 sales to third countries. These guidelines
represent USAF's best judgment of the criteria to be
applied to future F-16 FMS sales. The DCP, signed by the
Deputy Secretary of Defense, states that it is imperative
that the master plan be followed when accepting additional
third-country customers. Nonetheless, Political pressure
for F-16 FMS could result in proposals for sales outside
the master plan.
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We therefore recommend that the Secretary of Defense
require that any request for congressional approval of
future F-16 FMS use the original F-16 master plan quide-
lines as specific criteria for assessing the sale's effect
on the USAF program. Tnis will assist the Conqress in un-
derstanding the cost and readiness implications of proposed
F-16 FM$.

(951348)
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